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Using the High Performing Team evaluation 

to develop team effectiveness

Background to the case study

JTI are using the HPT as a way of

evaluating the performance of teams

within their global organisation.

Specifically, this case study shows how

the HPT was used by one such

department with teams in Manchester

(UK), St Petersburg (Russia) ands Kuala

Lumpur (Malaysia).

The High Performing

Team (HPT) is being used

by Japanese Tobacco

International (JTI) in order

to:

Evaluate the effectiveness 

of teams within specific 

business units.

Provide vital management 

information to team 

leaders.

Act as the basis for the 

development schedule 

that is uniquely created 

for each team.

Allow for the consistent, 

ongoing evaluation of the 

team’s performance.

The focus of the HPT is to allow team

leaders access to vital management

information that will help them design a

bespoke developmental strategy for their

respective team. It is based on the

concept of high performance developed

by Douglas Smith and Jon Katzenbach in

their book ‘The wisdom of teams’.

The HPT was used by the case study

department to evaluate relative team

performance in December 2009 and then

annually to assess improvements and

help design further developmental

strategies to increase team performance

even further.
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In total, 350 people took part in the

evaluation over 3 continents and time

zones. They all completed the

evaluation within a pre-set time frame

and the completion of the process was

monitored remotely so that completion

rates could be assessed as well.

The output of the HPT allows team

leaders to assess where their relative

team sits on a continuum of team

performance. Thus, they will gauge how

close their team is to being a high

performing one.

The diagrams above show the relative

positions of the 3 teams involved in this

case study at the beginning of the

process and 2 years on.

Scores as of December 2009 Scores as of December 2011

Key:

Manchester team Kuala Lumpur team St Petersburg team

The initial evaluation demonstrated, in

2009, that the department had

significant development needs.

However, the specific needs of each

relative team varied. Therefore, a

bespoke development strategy that

combined both leadership development

for team leaders as well as tailored

team development solutions for ‘intact’

teams was sponsored. The roll out of

this process started in May 2010.

The HPT was integral to this

development strategy as it allowed a

consistent, valid and reliable measure to

be used. All participants within the

department were asked to complete it

and they did so for both their whole

team (eg Manchester) as well as their

sub-team (the normal working team).
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The data that the HPT generates allows

team leaders to assess what their

teams’ are performing well at and where

there is most room for development.

The 20 criteria chosen for this

evaluation process are drawn from

extensive research about the qualities

of high performing teams.

This page shows the data generated for

one sub-team at Manchester within this

case study as at December 2011. It

highlights areas of good team

performance (in green) and inconsistent

team performance (in orange). There

are, on this example, no areas of poor

team performance (shown in red on the

HPT).

This data is used by team leaders as

the basis for their bespoke team

development plans.

Thus, the HPT was used to generate

unique development schedules for each

sub-team across the department with

these objectives linked to the

Performance Management schedule of

the respective team leaders. Through

this process,a fully integrated solution

was generated.

The development schedule is ongoing

but already, in just 18 months, the results

shown by the evaluation have improved

significantly. In addition, business

performance has increased within the

team against every matrix it uses and

staff turnover has reduced from 23% to

less than 10% per annum.

Finally, if this case study is of interest to

you but you want more information about

it, please contact us using the details

shown overleaf.
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About EvaluationStore.Com

“If you don't go after what 

you want, you'll never have it. 

If you don't ask, the answer 

is always no. If you don't step 

forward, you're always in the 

same place.”  

Nora Roberts

So ... EvaluationStore.Com is really

for mavericks who want to break up

the cosy 'easy money' culture of some

overcomplicated diagnostics, clarifiers

who want to simplify what is

overcomplicated, pioneers who want

to break new ground in evaluations.

consumer champions who want to

provide for free what others pay for

and for a very low fee what others

charge high fees for, ethical business

people who want to devise material

without merely replicating or adapting

what others have done; and also

determined dreamers who have an

idea and refuse to listen to those who

say it cannot be done.

For more information or to discuss

how you could use

EvaluationStore.com on either an

individual or corporate basis,

please contact us anytime at:

People who currently used

EvaluationStore.Com include:

Individuals seeking to improve their

effectiveness, learning, intelligence or

understanding of themselves or

others.

HR professionals as an alternative to

other expensive paper based tests or

assessments.

Team leaders looking for ways

evaluate their teams and to improve

the effectiveness of their teams.

Recruiters seeking a behavioural or

personality match for a role or an

organisational culture.

Training professionals seeking to

understand others learning

preferences.

People wanting to generate feedback

about themselves from others.


